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LSA Media Task Force Solicits
Feedback
The LSA Media Resources Task Force that has

been charged with rethinking and possibly

rebuilding a resource  for journalists and the

media to identify knowledgeable linguists to

answer their questions about language had its first

meeting on 11 September 2020.  By way of keeping

the LSA membership informed as to our

deliberations and decisions, we offer here a brief

account of the key elements of our discussion and

invite input and comments.
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September Issue of Language Available Online
View the latest from the LSA's flagship journal online now, including feature
articles, research reports, commentary, reviews, and exclusive online-only
content!   LSA members can access Project MUSE via institutional login or
using the special LSA member access link.

"The LSA ... provides a valuable network for discourse on language." 
Meet Alicia Chatten, our October Member Spotlight

Alicia Chatten is a third-year doctoral student at New York University,
a member of the LSA's Committee on the Status of Women in
Linguistics (COSWL), and chair of our Committee on Student Issues
and Concerns.  Read more about her research, her take on the LSA
and the field of linguistics, and her advice for undergraduate

students. 

In Memoriam:  Margaret (Maggie) Reynolds
The LSA is saddened to report the September 13 death of Margaret
(Maggie) Reynolds, a longtime LSA staff member and latterly the
Society's Executive Director.  She was honored in 2006 with the LSA's
Victoria A. Fromkin Lifetime Service Award.   Read more ...

Responses Requested for Perspectives Section of Language
The editorial team of Language is inviting responses to the next Perspectives target article.
The Perspectives section of Language publishes target articles on topics of general
interest in linguistics. Shorter written responses to a target article are published in
conjunction with the target article. Our next target article (by Mikhail Kissine) provides a
balanced assessment of the significance autism has for the scientific study of language. 
Commentaries of up to 8,000 words are requested by January 15, 2021.  Read more ...

Keeping Up With COZIL: LGBTQ+ History Month
COZIL, the LSA's Committee on LGBTQ+[Z} Issues in
Linguistics, has organized a series of activities for
LGBTQ+ History Month, including webinars and blog
posts.   Read more ...

Check Out These Upcoming Webinars
"Being a Linguist on Social Media" will be held from 3:00 4:15
PM EDT on Friday, October 16.  The webinar will provide a brief
introduction to social media, with a particular focus on Linguist
Twitter. Attendees will come away with an overview of some of
the benefits and pitfalls of social media, as well as pointers for

social media etiquette. We will discuss how social media can benefit your research,
teaching, networking, and community building. There will be an extended discussion period
(45 minutes), for attendees to ask questions of the organizers. Come with all your social
media questions!   Read more and sign up.
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Committee on LGBTQ+[Z] Issues in Linguistics.

Sign up Today for UC Santa Barbara Sneak Peek
A virtual "Sneak Peek" will be held from October 6-9, virtually, at
the University of California, Santa Barbara.  It is intended to
create a pathway into UCSB's graduate program for excellent
undergraduate students from underrepresented groups.  
Advance registration by October 5 is preferred.  Read more and sign up.

Minutes of September 2020 Executive Committee Meeting Published
The LSA Executive Committee met on September 15 to consider reports from the two
recently convened task forces, new budgetary information, and LSA Awards.  Read the
minutes of the meeting (.pdf), and read more about LSA governance.  

In Case You Missed It ...

Check out our list of resources for linguists during the COVID
pandemic.
Cast your vote through November 7 in the LSA's elections for officers and Executive
Committee members.

Linguistics In The News

Some of the most popular recent news articles on linguistic topics:

"Saving Iñupiaq" MIT SHASS News"
"Parents Keep Children Home as China Limits Mongolian Language in the
Classroom"
"Research Reveals Childrens' Linguistic Superpower" Language Magazine

Other LSA Resources

The LSA maintains listings of jobs, conference announcements, grant opportunities, in memoriam notices,
and other news items of interest.  Submit a conference listing or contact the LSA with news or other
information. 

LSA members can cause a portion of any purchase they make on Amazon.com to be donated to the LSA.
Learn more, or make a tax-deductible donation.

Complete your member profile to be entered in a prize drawing.

Subscribe to RSS Feeds for the latest issue and the Table of Contents of Language.

LSA Student Members can submit their research to the Student Research Spotlight.

Visit the LSA website for information on other LSA resources, including:

Linguistics and the News Media: An LSA Guide for Linguists
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LSA Jobs Center
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